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Abstract
YIN AND YANG: TilE RELATIONSHIP OF JOINT VISION 20 lO'S CONCEPTS OF

DOMINANT MANEUVER AND PRECISION ENGAGEMENT by Major William D.
Wunderle, 51 pages.
Throughout the history of warfare, there have been periods when technological
developments have dramatically affected the balance between firepower and maneuver
on the battlefield. When the new technology enhanced the effectiveness of firepower,
the forces with this advantage tended to reexamine their military's doctrine and
procedures to optimize the new technology. To this end, these military forces developed
tactics that would focus on firepower over maneuver to gain battlefield victories.
This debate is ongoing as the U.S. military moves into the 21st Century. As in the
past, current technological developments tempt us with the prospect that precision
engagement or dominant maneuver can eliminate the need for the other. This
monograph will examine Joint Vision 2010's emerging concepts and answer the
question: What relationship exists between the operational concepts dominant maneuver
and precision engagement; and what relevance will each have in future U.S. military
practice? Additionally, the study examines the roots of modem U.S. firepower and

maneuver theory� determines how precision engagement and dominant maneuver differ
from the past� and, lastly, determines if dominant maneuver or precision engagement can
exist exclusive of the other.
The study concludes that dominant maneuver and precision engagement are not
separate concepts, but mutually supporting elements of the same operational concept.
Dominant maneuver is the overarching operational concept and precision engagement
provides the "technical" means to enable the desired end-state. What matters is not the
means used to defeat enemy, but the desired effects.
While the U.S. military should certainly continue to leverage all technology that
contributes to decisive victory, the strength of a military's combat power lies in a balance
of capabilities, not a preponderance of one. As Clausewitz noted, "an army composed
simply of artillery . .. would be absurd in war." Dominant maneuver and precision
engagement must continue to complement one another for the U.S. armed forces to win
on the future battlefield
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I. Introduction

"We are way too conservative in the way we intend to fight future warfare. "1
LTC Robert Leonhard
The U.S. Army's current field manual on operations defines maneuver as "the
movement of combat forces to gain positional advantage, usually in order to deliver, or
threaten delivery of, direct and indirect fire." This same manual describes firepower as
"the amount of fire that may be delivered by a position, unit or weapons system ... to
2
destroy the enemy." Throughout the history of warfare, there have been periods when
technological developments have dramatically affected the balance between firepower
and maneuver on the battlefield. When the new technology enhanced the effectiveness of
firepower, the forces with this advantage tended to reexamine their military's doctrine
and procedures to optimize the new technology. To this end, these military forces
developed tactics that would focus on firepower over maneuver to gain battlefield
victories.

Problem, Significance, and Background
This debate is ongoing

as

the U.S. miiitary moves into the 21st Century, albeit the

term's firepower and maneuver have evolved to precision engagement and dominant
maneuver. In the Chairman, Joint Chiefs of Staff's vision for the armed forces,

Joint

Vision 2010, and The Conceptfor Future Joint Operations, the concepts of precision
engagement and dominant maneuver are fundamental to future military operations.
Along with full dimensional protection and focused logistics, these concepts will
contribute to America's ability to dominate opponents across the spectrum of military

1

operations.
As in the past, current technological developments tempt us with the prospect that
either precision engagement or dominant maneuver can eliminate the need for the other.

This monograph will examine Joint Vision 20I 0 's concepts ofdominant maneuver and
precision engagement to determine what, ifany, relationship exists between these two
operational concepts, and the relevance each may have in future U.S. military practice.
The secondary questions', that guide this study, will identify the roots of modem U.S.
firepower and maneuver theory and determine how precision engagement and dominant
maneuver differ from the past. Lastly, assuming that both concepts depend on decisive
control of the breadth, depth, and height of the battle space and focus on a desired effect
or accomplishment of an objective, this monograph will determine if dominant maneuver
or precision engagement can exist exclusive of the other?

Methodology
The U.S. military use of maneuver in the 21st Century will be a function of the
method of warfare the military chooses to employ. Employing a particular method of
warfare is a conscious decision based on the aims of the conflict and the means available
to achieve them. Therefore, an understanding of maneuver and attrition warfare in the
past may help determine how the military can apply similar strategies in the future.
Chapter 2 will discuss the German historian Hans Delbruck's two methods of war:
exhaustion and annihilation, and Edward Luttwak's concepts of attrition and relational
maneuver. Although these contrasting methods of warfare share the same means, they
markedly differ in their use of ways and ends to be advanced.

2

In an effort to understand the impact of technology on the modem battlefield and
the paradigm shift from firepower to maneuver in the past, Chapter 3 studies the
evolution of maneuver by studying the theories of Moltke, and the subsequent
ascendancy of firepower as it occurred in World War I. Conversely, the resurgence of
maneuver is studied by analyzing the emergence of German infiltration tactics during
World War I, which ultimately evolved into the Blitzkrieg or "lightning war" in World
War II, and the Soviet theories of"operational deep maneuver" based on similar World
War I experiences.
It is anticipated that future maneuver warfare will capitalize on information
technologies, and will seek to defeat the enemy by either attacking or threatening a
critical vulnerability, rather than his source of strength. To accomplish this, maneuver
warfare seeks positional, functional, temporal, and moral dislocation of the enemy.
Using these concepts, and analyzing the works of recognized of maneuver warfare
theorists, Chapter 4 describes a concept of maneuver that is applicable as the dominant
form of warfare for the 21st Century.
The Chairman, Joint Chiefs of Staff's vision for the armed forces,
2010,

Joint Vision

and the Concept for Future Joint Operations, discusses the concept of full

spectrum dominance in future· warfare. The concepts of precision engagement and
dominant maneuver along with full dimensional protection and focused logistics, are the
keystone concepts that will contribute to America's ability to dominate opponents across
the spectrum of military operations. Chapter 5 critically analyzes the concepts of
dominant maneuver and precision engagement and will serve to highlight selected critical
strengths and vulnerabilities of each. Despite the strengths of precision engagement and
3

dominant maneuver, the vulnerabilities of each may prove to make their use in isolation
impractical.
As in the past, recent technological developments tempt us with the prospect that
either precision engagement or dominant maneuver can eliminate the need for the other.
The ultimate goal in precision engagement is such a precise application of firepower from
a safe standoff that friendly losses are zero, collateral damage is naught, and most enemy
troops are spared while their equipment is destroyed. Unfortunately, without an obliging
enemy, this appears to be an unrealistic scenario. The objective of dominant maneuver is
to put the opponent in such an untenable position and so unhinging them psychologically
that they are defeated without a shot being fired. Although such cases have occurred in
recorded history, instances are rare. While it is certainly desirable and may be possible to
win in this way, depending on it to win may prove foolhardy. Additionally, this chapter
analyzes these recent arguments by showing that carrying either precision engagement or
dominant maneuver warfare to an extreme may create the fallacy of bloodless battlefield.
Nearly all past operations have used a mix of attrition and maneuver to achieve success.
Military forces have consistently used a combination of annihilation and exhaustion
strategies. It is never a decision as simple as the theories imply. 3

4

II. Theory of War

"The political object is the goal, war is the means of reaching it, and the means
can never be considered in isolation from their purposes."
Carl von Clau{jewitz
In his book on warfighting, Lieutenant Colonel H.T. Hayden describes war

as

"a

state of hostilities that exists between or among nations, between a government and its
people, or between factions within a nation, characterized by the use of organized, armed
force". The essence of which "is a violent clash between two hostile, independent and
4
irreconcilable wills."
How the U.S. military employs its combat power in the 21st Century will be a
function of the method of warfare the military chooses to employ. When disagreements
between nations cannot be settled through peaceful means, such as diplomacy between
nations and the political process within a nation, or economical pressure, the result is war.
The military theorist Carl Von Clausewitz defined war

"

as

an act of force to compel the

5
enemy to do our wil1." . Thus, the object in war is to force the enemy to accept our will.
The means to that end is the organized application or threat of violence by military force.
For a nation to impose its will on an enemy, two things must be present: The
means and the national will to employ the means against the enemy. A generally
accepted fonnula for the ability of a nation to apply force in the pursuit of national
objectives is as follows:
Force= Means

x

WilL

National will includes not only the desire to use the means, but the ability,
purpose and direction to

use

the means to enable the use of force. Without the ability to

5

translate desire into action, will is not relevant. This formula implies that if we wish to
compel an intractable adversary to do our will we must reduce his ability to resist
generate force- by attacking his means, his will, or his leadership (which applies
direction, purpose and motivation). Without means the enemy must do what we demand
or face destruction, and without the will to use his means to resist the enemy must submit.
By significantly reducing an enemy's means, or will, the U.S. military can more easily
achieve its objectives.

6

Based on the political situation employing a particular method of

warfare will be a conscious decision based on the strategic aims of the conflict and the
means available to achieve them.

Methods of Warfare: The Roots of Maneuver and Attrition
The German military historian Hans Delbruck defined two basic forms of
warfare: The strategy of annihilation (niederwerfungsstrategie) and the strategy of
exhaustion (ermattungsstrategie). Both strategies use maneuver differently. The sole aim
of annihilation is the decisive battle, and focuses on the total destruction of the enemy
armed forces. The strategy of exhaustion, which Delbruck also called the two-pole
strategy, uses both battle and maneuver to attain its aim. In the exhaustion strategy,
decisive battle is no longer the sole aim. Instead, battle is merely one of several equally
effective means of achieving the political objective of war. The commander employing
an exhaustion strategy must know when to fight and when to maneuver. He must choose
when to "obey the law of daring and when to obey the law of economy of forces."

7

The

strategy of exhaustion compels a commander to seek battle only after considering the aim
of war, the potential political repercussions, the type of enemy he is facing and the

6

response of his nation to victory or defeat. Success is determined by the aggregate of
effects over time. Delbruck makes it clear that neither of these two forms are a variation
of the other, nor is one superior to the other.

8

Although these two methods of war still

exist today, a narrower definition of these strategies may have more utility for the U.S.
military.
Edward Luttwak defines these two opposing methods of warfare as attrition
9
warfare and relational warfare . Both emphasize two distinct approaches to warfare and
two different purposes for maneuver. Attrition warfare is based on the destruction
brought about by firepower. Fires are the principal means for destroying the enemy. In
attrition warfare, maneuver is merely the means to deliver those fires. In contrast,
relational maneuver is based on movement. The aim of relational maneuver is to shatter
the enemy's moral and physical cohesion through superior maneuver. Understanding the
difference between these opposing strategies of warfare is critical to developing future
warfare concepts. Figure 1 is

an

attempt to visualize the previously discussed formula of

war, and shows the opposing strategies which are used to compel the enemy to do our
will.

FORCE =MEANS X WILL
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Although few annies use either method of warfare exclusively, new and emerging
technology is rapidly improving the U.S. military's capability to conduct both in ways
that were heretofore unthinkable. As the military continues to define its future, it will
ultimately choose a preferred method of warfare somewhere along the spectrum between
attrition and relational maneuver. The choice the U.S. military makes will define its mix
of attritional and relational maneuver, and in turn the role and purpose of maneuver. An
understanding of maneuver and attrition warfare in the past can help determine how the
U.S. military may apply these strategies in the future. Because the choices between these
methods of warfare will significantly influence future strategy, a more detailed analysis
of each is necessary.

10

Attrition Warlare
Attrition warfare seeks victory through the destruction of the enemy's material
assets (men and equipment). The attritionist uses firepower to systematically destroy
enemy targets and exact as great a toll as possible. Success is to be obtained by the
cumulative effect of superior firepower and material strength. 1 1 The emphasis is on the
efficient application of firepower and is nearly a scientific approach to war.
Effectiveness is measured quantifiably through battle damage assessments, body counts,
and captured terrain. In attrition warfare "victory is mathematically assured."

12

Force

ratios between friendly and enemy forces also play an important role. Attrition warfare
demands a willingness to be attrited. Therefore, favorable ratios mean a battle becomes
acceptable based on the ratio of friendly to enemy losses. In attrition warfare it is
understood that the reciprocal attrition by the enemy on friendly forces will have to be

8

absorbed. There can be no victory in this method of warfare without an overall numerical
superiority. In attrition warfare there can be no cheap victories. Both sides pay costs in
causalities and material i n proportion to the enemy's strength. 13 Attrition warfare seeks
victory by destroying, if necessary, every physical thing a enemy can use to continue the
war. If the enemy capitulates before they are completely destroyed so much the better.
Attrition warfare is straightforward, bull-headed warfare. Although attrition warfare does
not exist in pure form, examples of warfare that were attrition-oriented include the trench
fighting of WWI, and the Luftwaffe's attempt to defeat the Royal Air Force in 1940 by
del iberately seeking air-combat engagements. 14 The decision to implement attrition
warfare minimizes the risks of losing, and the objectives are clear. However, the costs of
attritional warfare can be high and the ultimate end-state is often predictable.
The problem with destruction oriented warfare is that destruction by itself is often
inconclusive. Once a bomb is dropped or a rocket detonated, the effect is over. The
effects of firepower are often transient against a strong-willed enemy who will fight long
after his war materials are gone. Destroying an enemy's material assets is often a very
indirect and costly approach to defeating an enemy' s fighting spirit. Although some
would say the continuous bombing of Britain by the German Luftwaffe in the autumn of

1940 stopped too soon, this strategy did not conquer Britain. Firepower and destruction
alone were not enough to break the will of the British people.
Nevertheless, technological advancements in firepower often rekindle the idea of
destruction as the most effective way to win a war. In 1921, as airpower was growing

in

importance, Giulio Doubet (a classic attritionist), articulated an argument that has never
completely died. Making little room for exception, he wrote that to "conquer the air
9

means victory; to be beaten in the air means defeat. ... "15 From this axiom he drew his
first corollary: command of the air is necessary- and sufficient- to assure an adequate
national defense.16 In other words, all that is really needed in war is a dominant air force.
Douhet believed, like many of his contemporaries, that the enemy could be
physically beaten into surrender. The bomber dropping massive firepower was enough to
win. Their theory was as much about the effects of firepower as it was about the
importance of airpower. Although Douhet' s airpower theory has lost credibility with
time, his ideas on the utility of massive destruction to win a war continue to linger.
That destructive firepower alone is seldom enough to cause an enemy to surrender
is well documented though out history. Accounts of soldiers still fighting on despite
devastating attacks from airpower and artillery remind us that the psychological
dimensions of warfare demand more than better weapons. The action of a single

arm

may result in nothing more than partial success; proving that combined arms remains
essential for a complete and defined result. 17 To increase effectiveness, firepower must
be combined with maneuver. With superior maneuver opportunities and weaknesses are
created that attacks the enemy's will directly. Maneuver combined with firepower, or the
threat of firepower, present a dilemma to the enemy that forces him to either fight at a
disadvantage or surrender. The effects of maneuver take away the ability of an enemy to
persist.18

Relational Maneuver
In his book

Strategy: The Logic of War and Peace, Edward Luttwak describes the

difference between relational maneuver and attrition warfare as the manner

10

in which

maneuver is used. In attrition warfare, maneuver is used to seize a position from which
fires can be placed on the enemy. Maneuver warfare, however, applies maneuver to
create enemy weakness. Instead of seeking out the enemy's concentrations (since that is
where the targets are most present), relational maneuver begins by avoiding the enemy
strengths, followed by the application of some selective superiority against a presumed
enemy weakness. The enemy weakness may be physical, psychological, technical, or
.
.
1. 19
orgamzatwna
The goal of relational maneuver is to rely on mobility and surprise to attack
through enemy weaknesses with strength against an identifiable enemy vulnerability.
Maneuver is not tied to fires, but to gaining a physical or psychological advantage over
the enemy. Relational maneuver uses maneuver to defeat the enemy by means other than
simple destruction. Preemption of enemy intentions is the key to relational maneuver
success. A force employing relational maneuver measures success by the degree to
which the enemy's cohesion, organization, command, and physical balance is shattered
The aim is to render the enemy incapable of fighting as a coordinated, effective whole.
"The results of relational maneuver depend on the accuracy with which enemy
[vulnerabilities and] weaknesses are identified, the surprise achieved, and the speed and
precision of the action. "2° Combinations of speed and surprise are preconditions for
successful maneuver.
Firepower, however, is as essential to successful relational maneuver as it is to
attrition warfare. How firepower is applied in maneuver warfare differs from attrition
warfare. Relational uses fires selectively in order to enable maneuver. Focused
firepower facilitates the tempo necessary to dislocate and surprise enemy forces. As it
11

supports the larger scheme, firepower is employed to suppress and destroy enemy forces.
Firepower and maneuver are inseparable and complimentary dynamics of combat.21
A final characteristic that separates attrition warfare from relational maneuver is
risk. Attrition warfare is inherently less risky than relational maneuver. Although

·

attrition warfare can succeed only cumulatively against an enemy, if it is unsuccessful it
"fails gracefully. "22 Because each error in attrition warfare is matched by only a
proportionate penalty, catastrophic failure is unlikely. Relational maneuver, although
riskier, offers the possibility of results disproportionately greater than the resources
.
applied to the effort ?3 The risk of relational maneuver is that it can fail completely if the
selective strength that is narrowly applied against the enemy vulnerability fails. Failure
can result from either using an inadequate force or because the enemy

was

not as weak as

presumed. In essence, the sub�tantial advantages of relational maneuver depend heavily
on accurate information about the enemy and the speed of the combat element that moves
to exploit that information. The more that is known about the enemy, the less risky the
maneuver. As will be shown later, it is the recent advances in information technology
that will contribute directly to reducing the risk and enabling dominant maneuver in the

2 1st Century.
Delbruck's theory did more than define two strategies. He showed that
historically there could be no single method of war correct for every age. Like all aspects
of warfare, strategies are intimately connected with national interests, resources, politics,
the people, and the times in which they occur.24 Delbruck's theory serves as a useful
reminder that militaries must continuously examine the correctness of their strategy based
not only on the capabilities and limitations of the enemy, but their own as well.

12

Ill. Historical Perspectives

"Positions are seldom lost because they have been destroyed, but almost
invariably because the leader has decided in his own mind that the position cannot be
held."
A. A.

Vandegrift

The Age of Moltke and the Evolution of Maneuver
Against the Austrians at Koniggratz in July 1 866, during the Austro-Prussian
War,

25

the Prussian army demonstrated its superiority over other European powers.

Having studied Napoleon extensively, the Prussians recognized the impact of the nationin-arms and new technologies on warfare. However, the Austro-Prussian war was not
just a demonstration of larger armies and technological improvements. It represented
how the Prussians had effectively applied these advances through operational and
organizational changes to transition to new methods of warfare in the achievement of
national objectives.

·

26

The architect of this evolution in warfare was the Prussian Chief of Staff,
Helmuth von Moltke. Moltke named chief of the Prussian General Staff in 1 857 believed
that railways could play a significant role in troop and supply transport. He also
understood that with the railroads replacing horses, a completely ne� type of leadership
had to be developed. With commanders directing troop movements from railway hubs
rather than at the scene of action, their subordinates would have to use their own
judgement in how to best carry out their orders. While Moltke believed the railroad
enhanced the strategic offensive, he thought advances rifle and artillery technology made
the tactical defense superior, he saw the beginnings of what would become known as
13

operational art. The key to Prussian victory was their effective integration and
synchronization of the mobilization, de
. ployment, and employment of their forces.
Simply stated, they achieved superiority in strategic mobility and operational maneuver.27
Prior to 1 866, Moltke recognized that improved fireanns, transportation, and
communications, combined with the ability of nations to raise and maintain larger armies
required changes in strategy, tactics, command, and organization.28 Using the railroad to
deploy the annies over a broad front, the ?russians achieved an acknowledged superiority
in mobilization and deployment. The results were a spatially expanded theater and a
significant reduction of the time required for mobilization and deployment.29 The genesis
for this superiority was Moltke's concept of"one continuous strategic-operational
sequence combining mobilization, concentration, movement, and fighting."30
Prussia created a military system that could achieve their national objectives
through improved mobilization. The Prussian mobilization set the stage for the outcome
of the Austro-Prussian war. First, The ?russians rigorously applied a system of military
conscription. Michael Howard described this system of compulsory service as, "the
foundation for Prussian military effectiveness."31 After serving three years on active
duty, these trained sol<tiers spent four additional years with the reserve and then they
were transformed were transferred into the Landwehr. A conscript served all three
phases of his military obligation within a regionally based army corps. This regionally
based system increased greatly the speed and efficiency of mobilization.32 This gave the
?russians a decisive advantage in time.
The Austrians on the other hand had significant problems during mobilization.
Lacking a well-developed system of railroads and facing a war on two fronts� Bohemia
14

and Italy; the Austrians had to mobilize early in the crisis. Even so, the Prussians
mobilized nearly the same size force as the Austrians in less than half the time.

33

Given

Prussia's smaller overall population compared to the other major powers, they clearly
raised the mobilization process to a new level. Other European nations failed to realize,
until too late, that the Prussians managed to combine large numbers, speed and quality in
their concept of a Nation-in-Arms.

34

Once mobilized, the Prussians deployed their forces in two notable ways. Moltke
and the General Staff used the railway efficiently to deliver forces to the theater. The
Prussians prepared detailed contingency plans. They coordinated effectively the
mobilization, and planned the use of the railway and road systems to move forces rapidly
to key strategic points.

35

Every unit knew its assigned role and assembled at the

designated rail station upon a simple notification. In this way, thousands of fully
equipped troops moved rapidly to the frontier shortly after notification.

36

The Austrian

system was greatly inferior and they only had one rail line into theater. The Prussians
used five different rail lines to move their forces into theater. Moltke estimated that he
could concentrate 285,000 troops in Bohemia in 25 days. Since the Austrians had only
37
one rail line, he knew they needed about 4 days to assemble 200,000.
Neither the
Austrians nor the French achieved even this rate of deployment by rail in 1859.

38

The

distribution of rail lines provided Moltke with the ability to expand the size of the theater
and the major southern approaches into Prussia.
The deployment advantage meant that Moltke did not have to concentrate his
armies until he identified the main avenue of approach of the Austrian army. This
advantage allowed Moltk.e to develop a plan to outflank the Austrians
15

in one continuous

strategic-operational sequence that linked mobilization, deployment and employment of
armies together to annihilate the Austrian army.39 This strategy proved that Jomini's
principle of interior lines did not always apply. Moltke demonstrated that if you space
your armies so the enemy cannot defeat one without being outflanked by the others, then
the advantage of interior lines becomes a disadvantage of encirclement.40
Moltke's strategy of continuous mobilization, concentration, movement and
fighting required new thinking in terms of conunand and control; centralized planning
and decentralized execution. Centralized planning effectively set the military machine in
motion and using centralized communications (via the telegraph) while decentralized
command and control was necessary at the tactical level for execution. Moltke
understood that increasing the size of militaries increased complexity of war. Once the
battle began, he realized that subordinate commanders were in the best position to direct
the fight. 41
Moltke's perceived inability to command and control the actual employment of
forces in combat represented the recognition of the three levels of war: strategic,
operational, and tactical. At the strategic level, Moltke's role was to understand the
strategic objectives of Prussia then raise, train, and equip the military to achieve those
objectives. At the operational level, as theater conunander, Moltke sought to develop a
campaign plan that used Prussia's strategic assets (the railroad and telegraph) to first
deploy and then orchestrate the movement of his armies to defeat the Austrians.
However, given the size of the theater of operations and the limitations of the telegraph,
Moltke realized that he could not command and control the various battles that would
inevitably precede the main engagement with the Austrian army.42

16

While the railroad and telegraph solved some problems of movement and control,
they did not solve all of them. The 1 866 campaign revealed that an infantry force
deployed by rail had limits. The size of the armies and the more specialized munitions,
such as those for the needlegun and the artillery, meant that armies could no longer live
almost exclusively off the land. While required supplies could be moved quickly by
railroad, once the supplies were loaded on horse-drawn wagon, movement to the front
was slow.

43

The rate of movement from the railroad and the number of wagons available

determined the reasonable distance that an army could move away from the end of the
rail line and still receive adequate amounts of supplies to sustain itself. This distance and
the number of rail lines into a theater determined the reasonable limits of maneuver. If
distances became too great, then the armies could not link up and defeat an opponent who
could concentrate his forces.

44

The battle at Koniggratz represented a turning point in the conduct of warfare.
For the first time in centuries, European armies fought with weapons with different
capabilities. Moltke recognized the impact of breach-loading rifles and rifled artillery.
Frontal attacks and bayonet charges were fruitless against the breach-loading rifle. The
Prussian military was superior to the Austrians in all but artillery. The battle was a
contest between the Austrian artillery and the Prussian needlegun, each supreme in their
own sphere.45 While the Austrians had rifled muskets with good range, the needlegun
fired almost six times a musket's rate of fire, and it could be fired it from the prone, thus
presenting a smaller target. The Prussian weakness in this battle was their artillery.
Prussian artillery was mainly short-range smoothbore, although they had some new
. breach loading rifled guns. The Prussians failed to use their artillery effectively. The
17

Prussians failed to use their artillery in conjunction with infantry fire and maneuver in a
combined arms role. The Austrians had rifled guns and used them better in support of
infantry.
Several factors led to the Prussian victory at Koniggratz. First, the abilities of the
Prussian leadership and general staff exceeded greatly those of her opponent. The
industrial revolution was an important contributor the second factor; the ability of the
Prussians to mobilize and deployment in a continuous sequence placed the Prussian
forces in positions of advantage over the Austrians. Using the railroad and the telegraph,
the Prussian mobilized and deployed tluee armies on separate lines of advance to fix and
envelop the Austrians at Koniggratz. Moltke used the speed of the Prussian mobilization
and expanded deployment of his forces to achieve a decisive advantage and defeat the
Austrians. The key elements to victory were the railroad, the telegraph, and the fact

that

the Prussian armies remained within the limits of their logistical support. Combined with
Moltke's doctrine of encirclement or kesselschlacht, it produced the fruits of victory.
The third factor was technological; the Prussian infantry used the Dreyse needlegun, a
breach-loading rifle that gave them a six shot to one advantage. Had Austria won at
Koniggratz the strategic and operational superiority of the Prussians would not have
mattered. So, while tactical parity may have existed, Prussian advantages at the strategic
and operational level negated it.
Arguably, Moltke demonstrated the beginnings of operational art at Koniggratz.
He planned a campaign that linked strategic objectives and mobilization with operational
maneuver and tactical battles to achieve victory. Like Napoleon at

illm, the Prussians

used new methods while their opponents remained entrenched in the old ways. This gave
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the victors a decisive advantage. Moltke like Napoleon fought essentially a battle of
annihilation. However, the changes in warfare brought about by the industrial revolution
allowed Moltke to violated Jomini's principle of interior lines. The Prussians were able
to mobilized large forces in a short period of time over a greatly expanded area. This
allowed the Prussians to deploy on a broad front to protect the approaches to Prussia.
The armies maneuvered and fought separate battles until they finally converged at
Koniggratz. This distributed maneuver also played an important role in 1 870 against the
French when Chancellor Bismark provoked France into the Franco-German War.
Moltke's stratagems resulted in German victory and the fall of the French Second
46
Empire.
In the wars of German unification, Moltke sought to encircle his opponent

through strategic movement and operational maneuver. Then using the superiority of the
defense, he planned to destroy his opponents as they attempted to break out. This
47
approach became known as Kesselschlacht. Alfred von Schlieffen, Moltke's successor
sought to perfect the Kesselschlacht strategy to rapidly defeat the French thus allowing
the German Army to focus on the Eastern Front.

The Ascendancy of Firepower
When WWI erupted in

1914, the Germans failed to achieve the rapid decision

envisioned by Schlieffen. The movement of their armies could not be sustained.48
Schlieffen's plan required the army to conduct strategic marches that dwarfed those of
Moltke.

49

Although he understood the immense logistics burden associated with such an

ambitious concept, the sustainment and movement problems went unresolved. As the
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rate of the Gennan advance slowed, it cost precious time that allowed the French and
British forces to ·reposition.
For a while, the western allies and Gennans continued to attempt traditional
maneuver warfare to gain a tactical advantage. Yet as both sides repeatedly tried to
attack the existing open flank of the trenches, the forces collided and ended up in a new
stretch of trench line, until eventually there were no more flanks. Both sides had
determined quickly that the only way to survive was to go below ground. It became clear
that this was to be a war dominated by the defense.
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This continuous front meant that the only type of maneuver fonn available was a
frontal attack that relied on the increased firepower of massed artillery to penetrate the
enemy's trench line. 51 However, these tactics were largely ineffective and tended to be
costly to the soldiers involved. Field Marshall Sir William Robertson, Chief of the
British Expeditionary Force, described the problem with these tactics:
The Main lesson of these attacks are that given adequate artillery
preparation . . . there is no insuperable difficulty in overwhelming the enemy's
troops in the front line and in support, but that there is the greatest difficulty in
defeating the enemy's reserves which have not been subjected to the strain of
a long bombardment . . 52
.

B y 1916, the creeping or rolling barrage emerged. It called for a wall of artillery
fires to move just ahead of the advancing infantry and then lift at regular intervals to
allow the troops to move forward. 53 The intent of this technique was to destroy or
neutralize the enemy forces until the infantry could close within direct fire range for their
assault. The "object of the artillery barrage [was] to prevent the e�emy from manning his
parapets and installing his machine guns in time to arrest [the] infantry. "54 However, this
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technique proved to have an unintended effect.
Instead of facilitating a return to maneuver warfare, the infantry became too
reliant on the artillery. The participants of the war "became increasingly addicted to the
powerful drug of more and more artillery, and the guns came to dominate the battlefield
.
as never before in history."55 As both sides came to depend on their heavy howitzer, it
naturally became more important to improve counterbattery operations to destroy the
enemy guns. Indeed, this rose to such importance that some viewed counterbattery action
as the "essential mission of the artillery and the enemy gun [as] the most redoubtable
adversary. "56 To successfully execute this mission, artillerymen needed to improve their
deep fire capabilities in several key areas: detection and observation of the deep enemy
batteries, communications between the observer and the commander of the guns and the
accuracy and responsiveness of the guns themselves.
Technology provided the answer to the detection problem when the British
successfully used the airplane in this capacity. The aerial observer actually did more than
just detect the enemy. He also communicated with the guns, watched the impact of the
rounds and gave corrections to the firing battery. 57 However, a major limiting factor to
the successes of aerial observation was poor visibility caused by bad weather or smoke on
the battlefield. Additionally, the guns became dependant on these aerial observers so
much that when "bad visibility prevented any such calls being received, the gunners felt
as though their eyes had been put out. "58 Despite these problems, aerial observation hadd
become the most effective method for detecting enemy targets deep behind the front line
of troops.
While the airplane provided an answer to the observer dilemma, it quickly
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became clear to commanders that these new artillery tactics "depended above all other
59
considerations on good communications between guns, commanders and observers."
Communications by wire had proved to be unreliable during this war, since enemy
artillery impacts tended to cut the necessary wires regardless of the depth to which they
were buried. Again, technology became available to resolve the problem in the form of
new "wireless" communications. Very rapidly, reports from aircraft using wireless
became an essential element i n artillery programs. 60
Even though wireless communication was the answer to this requirement, it
generated problems of its own. This new ability was vulnerable to enemy eavesdropping,
interception, and jamming. A relatively simple answer emerged when both sides began
to encrypt their radio transmissions. The radio had arrived as an integral part of fire
support communications on the battlefield.
While the communications between the observer and the guns was the critical
element i f the deep fires were to succeed, the fire mission would still fail if the guns
could not deliver rapid and accurate fires on the target.
The Accuracy of the fires depended on two critical variables: the correct locations
of the enemy and of the firing battery on the map. If either of these were incorrect, the
rounds would not hit the target. Earlier in the war, the guns had fired registration rounds
from which they could adj ust. However, this alerted the enemy to incoming artillery and
surprise was lost. The solution to this problem was the artillery survey, which was a
method of fixing and recording the relative direction and distance of two points in three
dimensions. The purpose of this survey was to develop an artillery map from which
bearings could be measured accurately. This was essential for indirect fires when the
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target was only reported as a location on a map.

61

Ground forces were now capable of

massing the effects of firepower without physically massing weapons systems.
Furthermore, this ability to disperse the guns reduced their vulnerability to enemy
counterbattery fires.
By the end of this Great War, the improvements in the delivery of indirect fires
were significant. Armies were capable of delivering accurate long-range indirect fires to
destroy or neutralize enemy forces throughout the depth of the battlefield. However, this
overwhelming volume of artillery alone was not decisive.
The military and civilian leaders of both sides struggled with various tactics to
overcome the superior firepower and to break the bloody stalemate. Yet, all of these
solutions had been based on firepower, specifically indirect artillery fires. Indeed,
Colonel George Bruchmueller of the German army admitted that, although massed
artillery had served the Germans well, they eventually viewed firepower as the problem
itself.
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Mobility, in conjunction with firepower, was necessary to successfully conduct

the offensive operations that are critical to victory.
It would take another technological breakthrough to give the armies a viable
method of taking the offensive and effectively maneuvering against the enemy. In

1916,

"the tank clanked suddenly onto the battlefield and into the nightmares of every
infantryman. '.63 While the first use of the tank in combat was not truly successful, it
provided a glimpse of the next generation of technology that could respond to counter the
dominance of firepower. In November

1917, nearly 400 British tanks attacked the

German defenses of Cambrai. After initial success, German counterattacks negated most
of the gains won by the British. However, "the tank attack at Cambrai cannot be
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measured by the raw statistics of yards gained or lost. It marked the start of a revolution
in warfare . . . the tank restored decisive power [of maneuver] to the offensive.'M
The brief ascendancy of firepower in World War I had ended The combatants
had tried focusing artillery firepower at the point of penetration to open a hole in the
enemy defenses. This failed because the enemy forces could merely array forces in
depth, then employ reserves to prevent the attackers from exploiting the effects of
firepower. Later, they used artillery fues on deep missions in an attempt to defeat enemy
forces, primarily other artillery batteries, in the enemy rear. Advancements in
observation, communication and precision of the firing guns contributed to the success of
these missions. However, ground forces could still not move forward to occupy ground
or defeat the enemy in close combat. Artillery fires were not successful in defeating the
enemy forces. Indeed, the effects of.artillery fires often prevented rapid movement. The
guns destroyed much equipment and killed many soldiers, but did not produce a victory.

When this improved firepower was married again to maneuver, with the tank and the
airplane, offensive operations were once again able to drive back the defenders.

Blitzkrieg
The German army in

1940 represents another stage in the evolution of maneuver

in warfare. German military thought between the world wars focused almost entirely on
the problem of restoring the operational freedom that they were unable to achieve in

WWI.

The Germans viewed WWI as a national failure, not a military one, especially at

the tactical level. In

191 8, the Germans published a new warfighting manual entitled, The

Attack in Positional Warfare. 65 The manual prescribed methods to penetrate enemy
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defenses and methods to tum that penetration into a strategic breakthrough. These
infiltration tactics emphasized a combined arms attack with close cooperation between
infantry and artillery. Although the German offensives of 1918 used these infiltration
tactics and achieved success, the German army was exhausted by August

19 1 8. 66 Thus,

the ideal of Kesselschlacht remained unaltered. The question was how to gain the
6
freedom of movement necessary to carry it out. 7 After the war, the combination of
Kesselschlacht and infiltration tactics serves as the genesis of what came to be known as
Blitzkrieg.
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The years between the two world wars saw further development of motorization
and mechanization in most armies. However, the operational and organizational
approaches taken by the various nations i n response to similar technologies differed
greatly. Germany was an advocate of the offense, while France opted for the defense.
The results gave Germany the initiative, which would lead to decisive victory.
The effects of German national policy on their military doctrine were both simple
and complex. At the simplest level, Germany still faced the threat of a two front war.
Even though Germany had a treaty with Russia, many did not believe it would last. The
threat of a two-front war contributed to an offensive strategy. The Treaty of Versailles
denied German tanks, aircraft, and fixed field fortifications and l imited the size of her
navy. Freed from outdated weapons from WWI, and without fortifications, Germany had
to adopt at least a mobile defense strategy if not an all out offensive one. Reductions
forced by the Treaty of Versailles allowed Germany to develop an elite pool of military
professionals.
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These factors, and others, combined to create the offensive strategy.

Finally, Hitler simply wanted war. Matthew Cooper,
25

in his study of the German Army

summed up the National Socialist general strategy in three words: Grossdeutschland,
Lebensraum, and Weltmacht.70 Therefore, while these factors pointed toward an
offensive strategy, only the combination of the two turned it into reality. What Hitler
wanted, the military promised to deliver. For various political reasons, France adopted a
defensive strategy against Germany. In his study of the interwar years, Robert Doughty
pointed out various reasons for France' s defensive strategy. First, France believed it
could not win a war quickly with Germany. Their perceived lessons from WWI
remained vivid. Second, France lost the Franco-Prussian war with a professional anny.
They won WWI with a return to the nation-in-arms. 7 1 Third, France lost a greater
percentage of the population in WWI. This resulted in low birthrates and forced France
to pass laws

in 1927 and 1928 that called for a lower rate of conscription. This created a

situation whereby France could not adequately defend itself without mobilization.72
On March 1 6, 1935, Hitler denounced the Treaty of Versailles and began to fully
rearm the Wehrmact.73 Technological advances that saw limited use during WWI

,

became the mainstays of WWII. These included the tank, improved artillery, air defense
weapons like the famous German 88-millimeter, and fighter and bomber aircraft. These
systems influenced doctrine and organizational designs. The wireless radio was a major
advance i n communications. The Germans incorporated the new radios into their tanks
with great results.
During the interwar years, each military struggled to determine the best way to
overcome the stalemate of the western front. Again, national objectives and their
individual lessons learned from history influenced the doctrinal development process as
much as technology did. Arguably, each country had access to the same new weapons.
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The French reverted back to their theory of the primacy of the defense and built the
Magi not Line. The German success of the WWI penetration and breakthrough tactics, or
infiltration tactics reaffirmed the viability of the offense, therefore their tactical
development began with the premise that infiltration tactics worked. Thus Germany
created a method of warfare, which combined the use of armor, infantry, artillery, and
tactical air support, into a self-supporting structure called the panzer division. By

193 7,

they formed panzer corps with one motorized and one panzer division. They enhanced
their command and control system with a better communications system, in the form of
mounted radios. This combination enabled the Panzer division to conduct the penetration
and breakthrough operations that characterized blitzkrieg. However, the bulk of the army
was still infantry. The German Army used the Spanish Civil War ( 1936-38) as a testing
ground for Blitzkrieg tactics, which proved to be a formidable combination of land and
air action. In September of

1939, Germany invaded Poland using the Wehrmacht working

with the close support of the Luftwaffe to breakthrough and penetrate deep behind Polish
lines of defense.
In his book

Blit::krieg, Ken Deighton states that the concept of Blitzkrieg

originated in the flank attack of Moltke, and the encirclement theories ofSchlieffen.74
However, an evolution of the ideologies of Moltke and Schlieffen began to occur. Their
strategies sought the annihilation of the enemy. The new strategy was based loosely on
the penetration and breakthrough: a strategy of the indirect approach. 75 While both
strategies sought decisive maneuver, the methods differed dramatically. 76 The German
General Heinz Guderian called this new strategy the "armored idea." Cooper describes
the difference between these two strategies as follows:
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Physical destruction in one was supplanted by paralysis in the other as the
primary aim; well-coordinated flanking and encirclement movements were
replaced by unsupported thrust deep into the enemy's rear areas as the
method; guarded flanks and unbroken, if strained, supply lines gave it velocity
as unpredictability as the basic rules of operation; centralization of control
was superseded by independence of action as the first condition of command;
and the mass infantry armies, whether or not supported by tanks and aircraft,
made way for the relatively small powerhouses of the armored divisions as the
77
primary instrument of victory.
These differences caused a rift between the more traditional officers and the
revolutionaries like Guderian and Rommel. The rift continued throughout the war.
One of the lessons that Germany thought it learned after their failure to envelop
the French in WWI was that they had simply pushed the army beyond its logistical,
movement, and endurance limits.
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These logistical challenges plagued the Wehrmacht

despite their victory over Poland. Van Creveld cites several reasons for these
shortcomings. First, the railroads that in many ways made warfare on this scale possible
were strategic assets. They deposited material at the depots. Tactical units transported
them to the front lines. Ofthe 1 03 divisions available for Poland, only 16 had motor
transport. The tactical logistics hauler remained primarily the horse.
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This meant that

the Germans could not easily sustain a deep armor penetration.
The German resolution to the conflict between the armored idea and a strategy of
annihilation determined the initial war plans for the invasions of both Poland and France.
Cooper argues that the invasion of Poland remained a strategy of annihilation. The
original plan, Operation Yellow, dated 19 October 1939 called for the invasion of
Holland, Belgium, and northern France for limited territorial objectives, similar to the
original Schlieffen plan.
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However the armored idea lived still in Guderian and others,

including General Erich von Manstein. Manstein learned of Operation Yell ow after it
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had been changed to essentially a frontal attack into Belgiwn. General's Mansteiil and
von Rundstedt argued that the plan lacked the ingredients for decisive victory. They
recommended moving the main effort south into their area to form a surprise attack
through the Ardennes and cut all the way across France to the coast. Of curse, this also
meant that von Rundstedt gained command of the majority of the German armor.81
Eventually, Hitler approved a version of Manstein's plan. However, this plan failed to
represent Guderian's armored idea. The decisive maneuver, nevertheless, resulted in the
destruction ofthe enemy.82
Ironically, soon after Hitler approved the Plan, Manstein took command of an
infantry corps. General Sodenstem, a traditionalist, replaced him. Without Manstein,
Rundstedt declined to pursue a deep armored penetration as well. Later Guderian,
commanding XJX Panzer Corps, proposed an armored attack over the Meuse with the
objective of achieving a breakthrough. 83 However, once the attack began, the Germans
easily crossed the Meuse. Thereafter, Hitler and his high command became worried
about the pace of the operation. They feared counterattacks and ordered the attack
slowed to allow time to reinforce the flanks. Thus, " . . . the advance degenerated from the
armor enthusiasts' ideal of a swift, deep thrust, ending only with the defeat of the enemy,
into a succession of short, sharp jabs, with a pause between each of the regroupings. "84
The final irony of all this came when the mechanized forces closed on the coast south of
Dunkirk. Hitler then gave the ground attack to stop to enable the Luftwaffe to provided
ground support to the advancing mechanized formations, although they appeared i l l
suited for the mission at Dunkirk. Although the Germans still achieved a stunning
victory, but it was not the armored idea.

.
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Germany created a new method of warfare prior to wwn. This strategy
employed highly mobile mechanized formations supported by a large number of infantry
divisions. To facilitate the higher tempo of operations, the Germans enhanced their
command and control system with vehicle mounted radios. It was penetration and
breakthrough operations conducted by the Panzer division, which characterized
Bl itzkrieg. Because the French failed to develop an equally effective doctrine, the
Germans quickly overran them. A lthough Germany and France had access to the same
technologies, they developed different" operational and organizational approaches that
resulted from each country's reaction to several national factors present at the time.
From October 1940 to March 194 1, The Germans conquered the Balkans, and in June

194 1 , Germany invaded Russia Blitzkrieg allowed the German Army to reach the
outskirts of Moscow in December of 1 94 1 . Additionally Erwin Rommel in North Africa

( 194 1-1943) also implemented tactics of Blitzkrieg with great success. Beginning late
in 1942, the outnumbered German Army was forced to fight a defensive war and was
therefore unable to launch any major offensives with exception of Kursk (June 1943) and
Ardennes (December 1944) offensive. Overall, tactics of Blitzkrieg were the main
contributor of early German victories ( 1939-1942).
·

The Soviets developed a similar theoretical mindset called Deep Operations

Theory. Its founder, Marshall Tuckachevsky, developed this theory initially as a way to
avoid the stalemate of trench warfare. His theories formed the basis for modem Soviet
doctrine.
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These theories and the resultant doctrines, at least in the Soviet and now

Russian case, continue to challenge the theories of Ciausewitz and Jomini. Clearly,
modem warfare pushes the original intent of the pre-industrial theorists. While these
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theories still have value, the U.S. armed forces must put these theories into perspective,
the concept of Blitzkrieg and decisive maneuver still form a base for future development
of weaponry and the evolution of.
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IV. Contem porary Maneuver Warfare Theory
"Battles are won by slaughter and manoeuvre. The greater the general, the more
he contributes in manoeuvre, the less he demands in slaughter. "
Winston Churchill
Emerging Joint Doctrine is based on rapid, flexible, and opportunistic maneuver.
But in order to understand fully maneuver warfare theory, the concept must be clarified.
The traditional understanding of maneuver is a spatial one; that is, we maneuver in space
to gain a positional advantage. However, in order to maximize the usefulness of
maneuver, we must consider maneuver in time as well; that is, we generate a faster
operational tempo than the enemy to gain a temporal advantage. It is through maneuver
in both dimensions of time and space that an inferior force can achieve decisive
superiority at the necessary time and place.

Definition
Maneuver warfare is a fighting philosophy that seeks to defeat the enemy by
attacking or threatening his center of gravity and shattering the "enemy's cohesion
through a series of rapid, violent, and unexpected actions," which create an uncertain, and
"rapidly deteriorating situation with which he cannot cope. ,,u

Aims
The aim of maneuver warfare is to render the enemy incapable of resisting by
shattering his moral and physical cohesion--his ability to fight as an effective,
coordinated whole--rather than to destroy him physically through incremental attrition.
Although with attrition warfare victory is mathematically assured, it is generally more
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costly and time-consuming. Ideally, the components of the enemy's physical strength
th�·.t remain are1irrelevant because their ability to use them effectively has been paralyzed.
Even if an outmaneuvered enemy continues to fight as individuals or small

units, the

remnants can be destroy with relative ease because his ability to fight effectively as a
force has been eliminated.
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This is not to imply that firepower i s unimportant. On the contrary, the
suppressive effects of firepower are essential to the ability to maneuver. Nor does
maneuver warfare imply that the opportunity to physically destroy the enemy will be
passed up. Fires and forces will be concentrated at decisive points to destroy enemy
elements when the opportunity presents itself and when it fits a larger purpose. But the
aim is not an unfocused application of firepower for the purpose of incrementally
reducing the enemy's physical strength. Rather, it is the selective application of
firepower in support of maneuver to contribute to the enemy's shock and moral
disruption. The greatest value of firepower is not physical destruction-the cumulative
effects of which are felt only slowly--but the moral dislocation it causes.88
I f the aim of maneuver warfare is to shatter the enemy's cohesion, the immediate
object toward that end is to create a situation in which he cannot function. Maneuver
warfare seeks to pose menacing dilemmas in which events happen unexpectedly and
faster than the enemy can keep up with them. The enemy must be made to see his
situation not only as deteriorating, but deteriorating at an ever-increasing rate. The
ultimate goal is panic and paralysis, an enemy who has lost the ability to resist.
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Vital Elements
Inherent in maneuver warfare is the requirement for speed to seize the initiative,
dictate the tenns of combat, and keep the enemy off balance, thereby increasing his
friction. Therefore, maneuver warfare strives to concentrate friendly strengths against
enemy critical vulnerabilities, striking quickly and boldly where, when, and how it will
cause t�e greatest damage to the enemy's ability to fight. Maneuver warfare is
opportunistic, actively seeking signs of weakness, against which all available combat
power can be directed. To accomplish this Martin van Creveld asserts that there are six
vital elements inherent to maneuver warfare: tempo, Schwerpunkt, surprise, combined
anns, flexibility, and decentralized command.90

Tempo
The first vital element is tempo. Tempo is not the same as speed; it may have
been best defined by Colonel John Boyd, USAF, in his briefing on the "Patterns of
Conflict," and can be summ arized as follows:
Conflict can be seen as time-competitive observation-orientation-decision
action cycles. Each party to a conflict begins by observing. He observes
himself, his physical surroundings and his enemy. On the basis of his

observation, he orients, that is to say, he makes a mental image or 'snapshot'

of his situation. On the basis of this orientation, he makes a decision. He puts
the decision into effect, i.e. he acts. Then because he assumes his action

changed the situation, he observes again, and starts the process anew."91

has

Actions follow this cycle, are sometimes called the "Boyd Cycle" or "OODA Loop."
The idea is to get "inside" the loop by transitioning from one mode of action to another
faster than the enemy can react. Through the use of greater tempo and velocity,
maneuver warfare seeks to establish a pace that the enemy
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cannot

maintain so that with

each action his reactions are increasingly late, until eventually the enemy is overcome by
events.

Schwerpunkt
The second vital element in maneuver warfare is Schwerpunkt. Schwerpunkt is a
German term commonly defined as the "point of main effort." This point of main effort
however does not necessarily refer to a point on a map but refers to where the
commander believes he can attack an enemy vulnerability and achieve a decision; this is
translated in tenns of a unit. 92 The effort of the unit is then focused at the center of
gravity, "sometimes known as hitting the enemy at the right time at the right place with
the most force. "93 The Gennan commanders used "surfaces and gaps to decide where to
place the Schwerpunkt. Instead of expending time and forces attacking strong points
(surfaces), commanders searched for weaknesses (gaps) to place Schwerpunkt in a
position to achieve operational successes.94 This is not always as easy as it seems, a
leader who is able to discern this enemy vulnerability is said to have coup d ' oeil, or the
ability to intuitively recognize a enemy vulnerabil ity in "the flash of an eye." The
. concept of Schwerpunkt is often confused with attacking the enemy where he i s strongest
or where he is weakest. The fonner will lead to a clash of strength against strength,
attrition warfare, and the latter will lead to attacking dead ends, thus having no decisive
effect on the enemy and wasting friendly force resources. The key therefore is to find

an

enemy critical vulnerability; a spot that is both vital and weakly defended.95

Surprise
Surprise is the third vital element of maneuver warfare. We must remember that
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we will face a thinking opponent, and can expect him to protect his centers of gravity
with every means at his disposal. By studying our enemy we will attempt to appreciate
his perceptions. Through deception we will try to shape his expectations. Then we will
dislocate them by striking at an unexpected time and place. In order to appear
Wipredictable, we must avoid set rules and patterns, which inhibit imagination and
initiative. In order to appear ambiguous and threatening, we should operate on axes that
offer several courses of action, keeping the enemy unclear as to which we will choose. 96

Combined Arms
The fourth vital element of maneuver warfare is combined arms. Combined arms
warfare is the grouping of diverse arms (infantry, armor, artillery, aviation, etc.) to
produce a synergistic effect ''to confuse, demoralize and destroy the enemy."
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More

importantly, in combined arms warfare the strength of each arm is brought to bear to
expose an enemy weakness to another. Martin van Creveld likens this concept to the
child's game "rock-scissors-paper." Here each element of the game is able to beat the one
coming after it while itself being vulnerable to the one preceding it. He explains:
. . . in maneuver warfare, tanks should not be used to smash other tanks--which
would merely lead to a head-on clashes and attrition-but enemy artillery.

Artillery is powerless against tanks; hence it should be used to combat

infantry, which in turn, is powerless against it and if not killed will be forced

to take cover. The role of infantry is to neutralize the antitank ann and that of
98
the antitank arm is to deal with tanks.
Maneuver warfare employs combined arms in battle in order to fight the enemy where
and when he is weak, and present him with a series of tactical dilemmas (versus
problems). The value of combined arms warfare is obtained from the value of its
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diversity, not in the correlation of force ratios compared to those of the opponent.

Flexibility
The first four critical elements of maneuver are inherent to the ability of a force to
rapidly adapt to uncertain situations. Therefor, the fifth critical element is flexibility.
The U.S. Army's capstone manual FM 100-5: Operations, discusses flexibility

in terms

of detailed planning which enables commanders to shift their point of main effort quickly
with out losing synchronization.
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Unfortunately, FM 100-5 only discusses flexibility in

the section dealing with the defense. In maneuver warfare, flexibility permits an
organization to absorb hits without impairing its ability to function, ensures smooth
cooperation between all the different elements and, most importantly, flexibility is
necessary defeat to an active, reactive opponent, thinking opponent, whether in offensive
or defensive operations. 1 00 Critical to the element of flexibility in a rapidly moving, fluid
battle or campaign is the sixth vital element of maneuver warfare, decentralized
command.

Decentralized Command
Even with the most technologically advanced communication system, it is likely
that the information needed to monitor the situation may well be so great as to cause
information overload thereby impeding rapid decision making and movement; paralysis
by analysis. The only way to solve this dilemma is to rely on a distribution of
responsibility among the various echelons of command. "In maneuver warfare, units and
commanders who merely follow orders-let alone wait for them-are useless."
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Therefore, if subordinate commanders, and troops are to use the initiative required for the
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conduct of maneuver warfare, they must understand the army's objectives at least two
levels above their own. They must understand the purpose of their operation as it fits into
the plans of higher headquarters. The German concept of Auftrgstaktik or directive
control is key to the decentralization necessary for successive Boyd Cycles in maneuver
warfare.
The idea is that in order to exploit opportunities and the initiative of
subordinates, the commander should confine his operations order to
explaining the mission and his intent regarding the enemy. Including only
such details as are absolutely necessary to coordinate the actions of his
subordinates, he should allow his subordinates the freedom to figure out how
102
to accomplish the task . .
.

Similarly, mission type orders are inherent in current U . S. Army doctrine. Fm I 00-5
states that mission orders specify what subordinate commands are to do without
prescribing how they must do it.
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Means of Defeat: The Theory of Dislocation

Maneuver warfare seeks to defeat the enemy by attacking of threatening his center
of gravity, the critical vulnerability, instead ofhis source of strength through the use of
dislocation. Webster's Dictionary defines dislocation as "to put out of place:

as . . . to

put

(a body part) out of order by displacing a bone from its normal connections . . . to cause
confusion in: cause to deviate from a normal or predicted course, situation or
relationship . . "104 The analogy of a displaced bone is useful to dislocation theory as it
. .

applies to maneuver warfare. If an athlete suffers a dislocated shoulder, it is obvious that
he can no longer perform his primary role, in a physical sense, the injury makes the
athlete useless to his team. Therefore, the athlete becomes irrelevant to the outcome of
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the game. Additionally, if dislocation causes confusion from one's "normal course,
situation or relationship," to replace the injured athlete in the lineup can cause confusion
on the team because the coach is forced to deviate from the game plan based on a change
in the athlete's relationship to the team.
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For the purpose of maneuver warfare, dislocation is defined as rendering the
enemy strength irrelevant by removing him from the decisive point, or - preferably - by
removing the decisive point from him.
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Dislocation is an active measure, which attempts to set aside enemy strengths
in order to allow us to apply our strengths against the enemy's critical

vulnerabilities. It does not seek destruction of enemy strengths as the primary
means of defeat, but seeks to dislocate those strengths as the first critical step
07
i n defeat, then destroy them (if necessary) with an asymmetrical fight. 1

There are at least four types of dislocation: positional, functional temporal, and
moral. Although each of these may differ in how they render an enemy strength
irrelevant, they are all based on a decisive fight against a disadvantaged enemy.

Positional Dislocation
Positional dislocation renders an enemy strength irrelevant by causing it to be in
the wrong place, oriented in the wrong direction, or in the wrong formation to achieve its
purpose. We positionally dislocate an enemy strength by removing that strength from the
10
decisive point or by removing the decisive point from that strength. 8
The historical appeal of envelopment as a form of maneuver is that it moves the
decisive point from in front of the enemy position, where his attention is fixed, we then
attack his

flank, where the he is vulnerable. Similarly, the turning movement positionally

dislocates the strength of the defense by causing the enemy to leave a prepared defense
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and attack in a direction in which they were not prepared.
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This is reminiscent of the

German ideal of Kesselschlacht.

Functional Dislocation
Functional dislocation seeks to render enemy strengths irrelevant by making them
temporarily dysfunctional through the disruption of key functions at the critical time. 1 1

0

As previously discussed, the combined arms approach to battle seeks to achieve
functional dislocation by presenting an enemy strength with more problems than it can
react to at once, thereby placing the enemy on "the horns of a dilemma."

Temporal Dislocation
Temporal dislocation renders the enemy strengths irrelevant by making enemy
actions, decisions, and dispositions untimely. Temporal dislocation focuses on fighting
the enemy when he is unready. 1 1 1 Dislocating the enemy with respect to time is a
consequence of surprise; a vital element of maneuver warfare. Edward Luttwak
describes the effects of surprise as follows:
Surprise can now be recognized for what it is: not merely one factor of
advantage in warfare among others, but rather the suspension,

ifonly brief, if

only partial, ofthe entire predicament ofstrategy, even as the struggle

continues. Without a reacting enemy, or rather according to the extent and
degree that surprise is achieved, the conduct of war becomes mere
administration [Italics in original].

1 12

Robert Leonhard argues that the underlying precept to temporal dislocation is that
"all m ilitary organizations are perpetually unready for combat. "113 Because military
perform a variety of activities other than fighting (i.e. training, movement, resupply,
planning, etc.), this perpetual unpreparedness is therefore, a natural condition of the
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units

mil itary in war and peace. That the very requirement to establish security exists and is a
priority in military operations is recognition that military units are in a perpetual state of
unreadiness.

1 14

Temporal dislocation renders an enemy strength irrelevant by fighting it when it is
unready-in its normal state.

Moral Dislocation
Moral Dislocation aims at manipulating an enemy strength irrelevant by defeating
the minds and spirits of its soldiers, especially its leaders and causing them to lose their
will to fight

115

Morale dislocation derives from the combined effects of the other forms

of dislocation. Napoleon said, "In war the moral element is to all others as three is to
one."
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"While war may be politics by other means, combat is not an extension of

policy. Combat is a contest of arms and will between tired and terrified men.''

1 17

These

quotes observe one simple fact-an enemy unit may be strong in many respects, but i f its
soldiers are unwilling to fight, its leaders incapable of or unable to make decisions, those
strengths are irrelevant.
If the effects of maneuver warfare can lead to moral dislocation� that is, if both

the

leader and his soldiers believe the situations is hopeless and lose their will to fight The
friendly commander has achieved a decision over an otherwise strong enemy

unit.

Implications for the Future
It can be argued that most if not all of the above described maneuver warfare
concepts are not only possible today, but described in current joint and service doctrine.
While this may be true, evidence suggests that the US. Army does not necessarily fee l
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obli gated to follow its \Hitten doctrine.

1 18

In fact, Martin van Creveld contents that

regardless of their current doctrine, the American military tends to find maneuver warfare
counterintuitive.

1 19

He contends that the U.S. armed forces have had the tradition (and

luxury) of fighting from a position of overwhelming strength. Therefore:
For them, war has often been a question of maximizing the blows they could
deliver on the basis of available resources, then exchanging blow for blow
until the weaker side-almost always the enemy-was attrited to the point of
120

being no longer combat capable.

This argument is congruent with those of Edward Luttwak who contends that
"nations that see themselves as materially strong or merely rich i n resources . . . will
generally feel free to pursue an attritional approach."
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Conversely, "those who view

themselves . . . as materially weak, will . . . instead adj ust their priorities to the
vulnerabilities they see in others."
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An Asymmetric advantage.

The U.S. Military no longer has the luxury of "maximizing the blows they could
deliver on the basis of available resources." The road to the future is partially paved-we
will be a smaller, technology advanced, power projection force, that will have to rely on
maneuver warfare; especially the various forms of dislocation, to impose our will o n the
enemy through asymmetric means. Emerging doctrine such as Joint

Concept for Future Joint Operations is based

Vision 2010 and The

on maneuver warfare theory. However,

there must be additional training to ensure a future military leaders are capable of
conceptualizing how to achieve decisive results from the defeat an opponent vice the
material

destruction inherent

in attrition based warfare.
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V. The Future: Joint Vision 201 0
"Full Spectrum Dominance will be the key characteristic we seek for our A rmed
rorces
c:'
m Ihe 21$/ century. ..
.

Joint Vision 2010
Joint Vision 2010 is the Chairman's "operationally based template for the

evolution of the Armed Forces for a challenging and uncertain future. "

123

Joint Vision

2010 builds upon information age advances in intelligence and command and control to

transform the traditional functions of maneuver, strike, protection, and logistics into four
new operational concepts: dominant maneuver, precision engagement, full dimension
protection, and focused logistics.
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Dominant Maneuver
Joint Vision 20 I 0 defines dominant maneuver as "the multidimensional

application of information, engagement, and mobility capabilities to position and employ
widely dispersed joint air, land, sea, and space forces to accomplish the assigned
operational tasks. "

125

Dominant maneuver evolved from and is related to the traditional

maneuver of the past. At an elementary level, maneuver is the movement of a force to
gain positional advantage over an opponent. If the purpose of maneuver is to gain
leverage against an opponent; to pit strength against an opponent's weakness, then Joint
Vision 20 1 0 envisions the evolution from maneuver to dominant maneuver through the
union of maneuver warfare theory with emerging technology. Dominant maneuver seeks
to capitalize on the strengths of information technology using highly trained and mobile
forces to dislocate an opponent and force him to react under unfavorable circumstances.
Nearly seventy years ago, General Guderian was faced with a similar situation. His
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vision combined infiltration tactics and tank employment theory with technology to
develop the concept behind Blitzkrieg.
Through the combination of the previously discussed vital elements of maneuver
warfare theory (tempo, Schwerpunkt, surprise, combined arms, flexibility, and
decentralized command) with emergent information age technology, dominant maneuver
will provide the U.S. military a significant advantage over its future potential opponents.
Dominant maneuver forces may be able to apply leverage asymmetrically, so that
strength is used against enemy weaknesses. With an edge in mobility and information
capabilities, dominant maneuver forces will be able to control the tempo of operations,
and dislocate an enemy through a combination of surprise and speed. By rapidly putting
an American presence on the ground, a crisis ranging from natural disaster to conflict
may be defused before it occurs. Through the flexibility offered by information age
technology, the increased potential exists to psychologically defeat an opponent without
the excessive and costly methods of attrition warfare.
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Although defeating an enemy will remain the primary mission of dominant
maneuver, many situations will not be suitable for the employment of firepower. These
forces will have to be able to perform many other functions. These cari range from
support operations such as humanitarian assistance to stability operations like peace
keeping . . . "it was [dominant maneuver] forces on the ground . . . that successfully secured
U. S. interests [in Bosnia and Haiti]."

127

Precision Engagement
Joint Vision 2010 defines precision engagement as "a system of systems that
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enables our forces to locate the objective or target, provide responsive command and
control, generate the desired effect, asses our level of success, and retain the flexibility to

1
re-engage with precision when requi red. " 28 Precision engagement evolved from strike
operations and thus corresponds to firepower. Since firepower is simply the amount of
fire (such as bullets, artillery, or bombs) that can be delivered on the enemy, precision
engagement is therefore, highly efficient technologically_ enhanced fires intended to
defeat or destroy a target without wasting effort or munitions. Emerging Information
technologies applied to current targeting processes will allow American forces to decide
which enemy capabilities are most signi ficant, detect these capabilities, precisely attack
them, and then assess the results. Precision engagement thus offers the prospect of U . S .
forces efficiently inflicting high rates o f attrition o n an opponent and, "precision
engagement hones the usually blunt instrument of military power, providing the ability to
deliver precision effects to meet political objectives. "

1 29

Through standoff delivery capabilities and stealth technology, precision
engagement can reduce friendly exposure to enemy fires since fewer aircraft sorties and
artillery engagements will be necessary as a result of precision engagement
efficiencies.
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Vulnerabilities
Despite its many advantages, dominant maneuver employed exclusive of
precision engagement is vulnerable. Even with enhanced capabilities, maneuver forces in
the future may not always be able to dislocate and opponent. This could result from a
variety of situations; perhaps no exposed enemy flanks are available, or an enemy is
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sophisticated enough to counter U.S. advantages in information technology. If so, then
enemy strengths must be attacked by superior firepower.
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L i kewise, precision engagement has exploitable vulnerabilities. The targeting
process can be interrupted at several points by a tough enemy seeking to protect his own
forces. One means to thwart precision fires is through concealment and deception;. this
counters the military's abilities to choose the best targets, find them and assess previous
strikes. Actions could be taken to blind intelligence or command and control assets. For
example, enemy hackers could attack computer systems, or electromagnetic pulse
weapons might disrupt electronic systems, yet avoid casualties that would justify nuclear
retaliation. A sophisticated enemy could use false indicators to portray an incorrect
picture and deceive our sensors, or use anti-satellite weapons to wreak havoc on the
systems necessary for precision engagement. Sabotage, electronic jamming and ground
counter-reconnaissance are traditional means of blinding the opponent. An opponent
could use camouflage and electronic, communications, and operations security to escape
detection, or simply blend into the background of noncombatants. This would present
particular problems in urban environments, or in stability and support operations.
Information technology will not provide immunity to various ruses and tricks that a
clever enemy could devise.
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Another means to thwart precision fires is through exposure limitation to counter
our ability to strike. An enemy can limit his exposure by locating in population centers,
across international borders in safe countries, or in other

areas

off limits to American

strikes. An enemy could asymmetrically attack our limited number of expensive
weapons delivery platforms; the loss of even a few of these platfonns can have an impact.
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Finally,

an

enemy can limit the effects of precision fi res by hardening key targets and

facilities. Strong permanent fortifications, such as deep concrete bunkers, can be
virtually immune to destruction unless nuclear weapons are employed.
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Finally, even in an outright conflict with suitable targets, precision engagement
will probably not cause sufficient attrition quickly enough to be adequate by itself. In the
past, determined antagonists have sustained severe punishment without collapsing.

u4

Contested Territory
As defense planners tailor the defense budget to meet modernization needs: it
appears from the ongoing debates in various defense publications, that service views of
future doctrine begin to diverge, specifically in the realm of dominant maneuver. The
Army envisions dominant maneuver ensuring the ability to prevail in any conflict, and
the Air Force is building the ability to control battlespace with precision engagement
through air, space, and informatiori.
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This is the "yin and yang" of defense strategy:

[This] dichotomy . . . can be read more crudely as a struggle between land and

air power as the decisive centerpiece of the joint force . . . . It is not Service
pride, but styles of warfare that are in contention . . . . To the Army, the
"significance of land power as a force of decision will continue to rise" i n
future contingencies. Precision engagement sets the conditions for and
"vastly enhances" dominant maneuver. From the air component side,
precision engagement may also produce decisive operations . . . In the 2 1 st
century, the air component will be able to" find, fix or track and target
136
anything that moves on the surface of the earth."

What these distinct visions lay out is a question of whether future U.S. military power
will center on land power, or rely on air power. The answer is both.
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Strategic Balance
Despite the strengths of precision engagement and dominant maneuver, the
vulnerabilities of each make their use i n isolation impractical. Canying either precision
attrition or maneuver warfare to an extreme creates the fal lacy of bloodless conflict.
The ultimate in precision engagement is such a precise application of
firepower from a safe standoff that friendly losses are zero, collateral damage
is naught, and even most enemy troops are spared while their equipment is
destroyed. Unfortunately, without an idiotically obliging enemy, this scenario
is a fantasy. The ultimate in dominant maneuver is putting the opponent in
such an untenable position and so unhinging them psychologically that they
are defeated without a shot being fired . . . While it is certainly desirable and
may be possible to win in this way, depending on it to win is foolish. Nearly

�

all past o rations have used a mix of attrition and maneuver to achieve
1
success. 7
.
Future operations will take place on a continuum between the extremes of ultimate
precision engagement and ultimate dominant maneuver.
Balance provides choices. When this balance has been lacking in the past,
NCA has been forced into a strategic box-and the nation has paid a high toll
138
.
in treasure and blood to get out.
Balancing dominant maneuver and precision engagement mitigates the risk to the
other's vulnerabilities. Maneuver forces can provide additional eyes to find an opponent
and degrade his ability hide. Dispersing to limit exposure to precision fires

can

make the

enemy vul nerable to piecemeal destruction by maneuver forces. Enemy attempts to limit
damage by fortifying often results in an immobility that maneuver forces can exploit.
Precision engagement can open an opportunity for dominant maneuver where none
exists. In such cases, firepower sets the conditions for success that maneuver can exploit.
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VI. Conclusion
"Fire without movement is indecisive. Exposed movement without fire is

disastrous. There must be effective fire combined with skillful movement. "

Infantry in Bailie, 1939
Techniques to optim ize technology on the battlefield are not new. History has
shovm that previous endeavors to use emerging technology to dominate the battlefields
with firepower have ulti mately failed. As our military leadership strives to choose which
concepts for future warfare will be developed into doctrine, they cannot afford to ignore
the lessons of the past.
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Although firepower came to dominate the western front i n the early years of
WWI, overwhelming firepower alone could not bring victory on the battlefield.
Tacticians i n that war attempted to focus artillery at the point of penetration
and merely use ground forces to exploit the effects of this firepower. Enemy
forces ultimately countered this tactic by adopting new maneuver techniques,
not by responding with greater firepower. The defender merely arrayed forces
i n depth or used reserves to rapidly reinforce the point of penetration to deny
the attempted exploitation. Ultimately, it was the inability to effectively
maneuver in conj unction with this overwhelming firepower that caused the
stalemate i n the fields of France.
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The return to a balanced employment of firepower and maneuver eventually broke that
stalemate and brought victory to the western allies.
Information age technology has again generated a close look at concepts that
would optimize emerging capabilities on the future battlefield. "Proponents of a renewed
ascendancy of fires sound hauntingly similar to previous advocates of earlier firepower
based doctrine." 141 Previous conflicts illustrate that over-reliance on one aspect of
combat power failed to bring victory.
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Dominant maneuver forces can defeat an enemy in war, preempt emerging
problems ·through peacetime engagement, or deliver humanitarian relief. The most
difficult and dangerous operations are those with an active, thinking opponent. Maneuver
can dislocate opponent by disrupting his command and control, shattering his units'
cohesion, and by breaking him psychologically. Most combat operations will require the
employment of dominant maneuver and preci sion engagement i n unison to defeat the
enemy. Dominant maneuver or precision engagement can each achieve decisive results,
but the use of one concept exclusive of the other.creates risk and can leave our forces
vulnerable to an asymmetrical threat. 14 2
The right mix will support operations throughout the spectrum of conflict, from
disaster relief to war. Both types of forces must be big and powerful enough to mitigate
the risk posed by the other's inherent vulnerabilities. Since the proportion of precision
engagement and dominant maneuver forces in any given situation will vary, proper
balance of forces is achieved if they complement each other while mitigating risk. 143
This monograph concludes that dominant maneuver and precision engagement are
not separate concepts, but mutually supporting elements of the same operational concept.
It is the author's opinion that dominant maneuver is the overarching operational concept
and precision engagement provides the "technical" means to enable the desired end-state.
What matters is not the means used to defeat enemy, but the desired effects. Both can
use movement and fires, EW, PSYOP, Info Ops, etc. to attack an enemy's strengths

as

well as his critical vulnerabilities to ultimately cause his defeat.
While the U.S. mil itary should certainly continue to leverage all technology that
contributes to decisive victory, the strength of a military's combat power lies in a balance
50

of capabilities, not a preponderance of one. As Clausewitz noted, "an anny composed
simply of artillery . . . would be absurd i n war. "144 Dominant maneuver and precision
engagement must continue to complement one another for the U.S. anned forces to w i n
on the future battlefield.
Finally, the U.S. military must be careful in referring to dominant maneuver and
precision engagement in tenns of service unique capabilities. Doing so opens
unnecessary doors to inter-service rivalry and budgetary debate, which overshadows the
real issues: What effects does the Joint Force Commander require against the enemy's
critical vulnerability? How is a campaign developed to achieve those effects? And, what
capabilities are available and required? If the Joint Force Commander looks at his
components not as separate services, but in tenns of available capabilities required to
dislocate the enemy by attacking a critical vulnerability in time, space, purpose and
effects, we will be successful in "compelling the enemy to do our will."
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